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When Sweet Briar College was founded as a liberal arts college in 1901, the plans drawn up for the courses of instruction stated that "Thorough courses in music, art and the industrial branches, with practice rooms, studios and well-equipped laboratories, will be provided, so arranged as not to supplant, but to supplement, the literary studies. The intention of the directors, as expressed in their preliminary announcement, is to combine harmoniously literary and scientific studies with 'thoroughly practical training in certain artistic and industrial branches of knowledge.'"¹

Standing for intellectual, cultural and spiritual development, Sweet Briar hoped to achieve its aims by offering practical courses as well as theoretical courses. This philosophy, known as "instrumentalism" or "experimentalism," is especially reflected in the Music Department at Sweet Briar. From Sweet Briar's foundation, practical as well as theoretical and historical courses were given high educational status and they were regarded as serious academic pursuits.

Almost every discipline questions what balance there should be between theory and practice, and the Music Department at Sweet Briar chose to put a large amount of emphasis on practice. Interestingly, Sweet Briar was the first college in the South to recognize the cultural
value of practical music by standardizing these courses and by giving to them college credit." The importance of applied music in the first few decades of the Sweet Briar College program is reflected in the curriculum, the many student performances of practical training, and the conditions and facilities available to practical music students.

Miss Helen Young, the first music instructor, was instrumental in broadening and developing the Music Department at Sweet Briar and "her interest attracted so many students of both piano and singing that the music department soon grew to three instructors." She encouraged active participation in music and generated student interest in practical music involvement. By 1928, The Sweet Briar News reported 23 credit and ten non-credit students of both piano and singing, which was "an unusually large number of talented students." The Sweet Briar News devoted much of its space to music, encouraging greater attendance at concerts and other musical programs and more student interest in practical music. In 1929 an article appeared in The Sweet Briar News stating that "When an art is as genuinely pleasure-giving as this one called "music," we should all be eager to enlarge its role in the lives of those about us, both by supporting musical enterprises and by indulging our own desires for personal musical expression."
Miss Young desired a more well-rounded music curriculum and favored an increased program of applied music. In 1915 she presented the Executive Committee with an outline of a course in violin to be counted toward the diploma and the motion carried that the course be accepted. Similarly, Miss Jones asked the Executive Committee to approve the plan of giving academic credit for vocal and instrumental music in 1923 with "three years credit toward the degree, each consisting of two hours practical work with one hour theoretical. She stated that a certain standard of achievement would be required before a student could study for credit -- probably at least one year's work. At the President's suggestion and with an amendment in wording by Prof. McDougle, Miss Jones moved that no discrimination be made in granting credit for vocal and instrumental music. Prof. Czarnomska seconded the motion and it was passed." Apparently, both of these Executive Committee cases passed smoothly and easily, for the only discussion or opposition recorded in the Executive Committee Minutes was over the wording. The Faculty reaction in these two cases was that knowledge of music was broadened by the experience of music.

In September, 1932, the Music Department asked the Faculty to consider a cello class taught off campus. "Due to the fact that the college was unable to secure
the services of Mr. Joseph Kohler as teacher of cello
and that Miss Helen Bean had carefully planned last spring
to include cello and Appreciation of Music in her sched-
ule, the Department of Music reccommends that Miss Bean
be allowed to study with an approved teacher, Mrs. Fenton
in Lynchburg. "...The Department of Music wishes to state
that it does not approve of establishing a precedent with
this case, but feels that these circumstances warrant its
justification." Since the department was not in favor
of off campus study, it must have felt that the cello
lessons were significantly important in contributing to
the student's ability to use her brain, otherwise it would
not have recommended that the Faculty approve it. That
this course was accepted is an indication of the importance
placed on practical as well as theoretical or historical
courses to get a full perspective of the art. Upholding the
belief that such practical courses were conducive to
intelligent understanding of music, applied music courses
occupied an important place in the Sweet Briar College
curriculum.

In the interest of maintaining an updated
curriculum in the Music Department, Miss Wainwright, a
music instructor, attended a convention of the Virginia
Federation of Women's Music Clubs in Danville where "Dr.
J. J. Jertius Noble spoke of the educational value of music
and the general interest being taken in the singing of
better music by groups of singers in America." The educational benefits of group singing must have become apparent to her after hearing the speech, for two years later Miss Wainwright proposed to offer a course in voice of two to three students with the conditions for credit the same as in individual instruction. Like the earlier proposals, this one passed with no record of dissent from the Faculty. Since the amount of credit given was unchanged, this course offered all of the advantages of solo applied music and it provided opportunities for exchanges between the students in the classroom and more self-confidence in performing.

Students of applied music were expected to demonstrate their achievements in recitals. According to The Sweet Briar News, "the playing of these girls proved that the time spent in practice was not futile," but gave "opportunity for proof of musicianship." Small recitals among the students were held every three weeks and provided training for public performances. Advanced music student recitals were also held periodically and a student presented in this recital was considered to have "reached the apex to which all music students strive." The reviews written in The Sweet Briar News gave intelligent and educational character to the recitals: "The Bach numbers were well played. All the strength and interpretation which are necessary for the understanding of this
classic composer the pianist gave to her performance of this 'suite.' The 'Scenes From Childhood' were delightfully given. The charm with which these numbers were played proved that the pianist was in sympathy with the composer. The result was an audience which enjoyed every note of the good interpretations of these lovely 'Scenes From Childhood.'

Recitals stressed the interrelationship between practice and theory, with the idea that the student who has the ability to sing or play an instrument can build and enrich her musical knowledge learned from theoretical courses, and vice versa. Such performances were required because they caused the applied music student to concentrate on interpretation and translation. Thus, the performance of practical music was seen as a product of the human imagination, similar perhaps to literature or philosophy.

Sweet Briar recognized that adequate practice facilities were essential for students of applied music and directed serious attention toward making proper arrangements for this. It was considered important for practical music students to be provided with good facilities, so much so that "The necessity for buying more pianos nearly upset the college budget one year." But evidently many thought that this high expenditure had worthwhile returns. It is an indication that prac-
tical music was looked upon as having high educational value at Sweet Briar.

A major turning point was when the Carnegie Corporation presented gifts during 1928-1932 of "a library of records and scores and an excellent record player vastly extended possibilities for instruction in music history and appreciation. The Corporation paid the salaries of two musicians to give instrumental instruction and to encourage interest in the ensemble. These additions in facilities and instruction made it possible to offer a major in music." Since Sweet Briar was not located within easy reach of music equipment and instrumental instructors, this endowment for more ample music facilities on campus was enormously appreciated. The old library was transformed into a new music building with offices, studios for instruction and five sound-proof practice rooms. The building was opened for use on January 20, 1930 and was available to students at all times. It was a much more convenient arrangement, and the unlimited use of the practice facilities provided more practice opportunities and emphasized the importance of practical expression.

As seen in the music department, Sweet Briar employed the modern educational ideas of "experimentalism" and "instrumentalism" in its traditional liberal arts program. Sweet Briar upheld that the combination of practice and theory broadened and gave more meaning to
an education. Knowledge was considered to have little meaning unless it could be directly applied. Because Sweet Briar was dedicated to the idea that individuals who applied their knowledge made better contributions to society, it was one of the main objectives of the institution to uphold practical as well as theoretical studies.
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